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Rt. 21, Frederick, 	21701 

S/16/76 

Mr. Kan Witty 
CBS Reports 

530 W. 57 4., 
New York, N.Y. 10019 

Dear Mr. Witty, 

This will confirm our phone conversation followin
g cy this =ranee receipt of 

your order for Oswald in New Orleans. 

Becauee the order sale it is for use as background and because the book is out 

of print I offered to permit you to make whatever x
urox oopies you need for your 

project for research purposes in beturn for a clear 
copy of any nature for no and for 

eandiag the book back. In this event, please change
 the enclosed bill to $2.00. 

Oen you explained the nature of your project I told
 you that some of the sanuacript 

that was edited out is relevant to your project. I b
elieve I Gen stile_ find that copy. 

I also told you that in connection with a book I've
 researched and begun to write DOW 

of ex subsequent fork I an not willing to glee
 away. This relator to trailine camps and 

my other New Orleans work. 

In the broader sweep of your project I have done much 
work. I researched that book 

years ago and had to Ley it aside. I hope to return t
o it so while I an willing to be 

of what help I may in what can be a worthwhile proj
ect you understand that I cannot 

give this work away dux either. 

Because from your description this does apeear to b
e a worthwhile project I did offer 

to spend a linitod mount of time without eoapenaati
oa. This in because I ca not deep up 

with my own work ani because I am used as a pejed
 coneultant by other elements of the media. 

I explained that if we have any meetings I would wa
nt them taped and after Cie' use 

of the tapes was past they would be returned to me 
for whatever value they may have in 

an oralehiatory project in which a university syste
m is interested and on which I have 

not been able to perform. Under the same circumstan
ces I told you to feel free to tape 

any aoavessations we may have by Ohms, particularly
 because the subject matter is so 

complex and there are so many different representat
ions of what is supposed to be fact. 

This applies to Ms. Banff if she should call m
e. It is not necessary to ask me if you 

may tape. Or for her to. I be 	that with your moat basi
c research you should take 

this precaution because there l; substantial question, of fact and interprotien and 

If I an consulted about other sources available to you I believe that other than the 

Meeereher should know what opinions 1  offer and wh
at support if I am asked for support. 

Ibis is an extremely complex matter made more compl
ex by a variety of personal interests 

im it. 

Among the sources the dependability of which I questioned is the Schweiker report, 

which you had not read. I believe that this is basi
c and that if you take it as literal 

truth it can maks CBS into a disinformation operation. If you desire I can expand on this 

but Senator Sobweiker began with a preconoy6tion and based his Import on factual error. 

Because this is an official report of a supposed investigation to which previously secret 

reporda were available this also illustrates what I
 conceive to be part of the can/ Pro-

blems you face. Despite his investigator powers and
 authorities he was oonned by the 

spooks. One example of this ill his masking of names
 where there wee no need to mask them. 

I have files on all of them. this is one way of saying that e have an awareneea of your 

problems and the amount of time that can be wasted in 
attempting to resolve them. 

Sincerely, 

Harold Weisberg 


